Dear SEB Colleagues,

We are reaching out to let you know how to find job opportunities that might be of interest to you and those interested in jobs in the plant sciences. In partnership with the Botanical Society of America, we have a shared Jobs Board that can be found on our website by clicking Careers in our menu and then selecting "Current Post-doctoral, Fellowship and Career Opportunities". A direct link can be found by clicking here. You can also post jobs by going to the same menu and clicking "Posting Post-doctoral, Fellowship and Career Opportunities." Using and posting on the Jobs Board is completely free.

Below are several exciting, newly posted positions that you can access and take advantage of on this Jobs Board (and there are many more!)

______________________________

Student Position:

The Citizen Potawatomi Nation is currently searching for a Community Garden Manager who works for our Cultural Heritage Department. The CHC Community Garden Manager oversees the development and execution of cultural programming, maintenance, and manual labor at the CPN community garden, greenhouse, and other sites of significant cultural and habitat value. They perform landscape installation tasks and serve as lead coordinator/operator for the Tribal Environmental Action for Monarchs (TEAM) project. This is an exciting opportunity for folks who are interested in learning more about their tribe as well as getting the unique experience of working for a tribal nation. Being enrolled Potawatomi is not a requirement for employment, and we encourage citizens of other tribes to apply as well as non-native students.

If any students are interested, please visit www.firelakejobs.com/apply and search for CHC Community Garden Manager to see complete job description and salary range. If you have more questions regarding this opportunity, please contact the Director of the Cultural Heritage Center, Dr. Kelli Mosteller at kelli.mosteller@potawatomi.org.

______________________________

Harvard Herbaria is hiring for several Curatorial Assistant positions:

Curatorial Assistant II (mounter):  https://lnkd.in/dJkxzYJ

Curatorial Assistant III (general curation, vascular):  https://lnkd.in/dE6C_bB

Curatorial Assistant II (digitizer, term):  https://lnkd.in/dcq6hET
Curatorial Assistant II (digitizer, term): https://lnkd.in/dUYUQgG

Curatorial Assistant II (general curation, vascular): https://lnkd.in/d7V8WMq

If you have any questions about the Jobs Board you can reach out to Amelia Neely at aneely@botany.org.